
Foil Flat

SAME GEOMETRY, NEW LOOK
The new KA fin has a new, more mature aesthetic that ties back to 
his signature traction pad, yet the geometry and performance of 
the fin remains the same. 

FCS II KA

KOLOHE 
ANDINO

UPDATE

DESIGNED IN COLLABORATION 
W ITH K O LO H E AN D I N O & 
RECENTLY UPDATED, THE 
FCS I I  KA F I N FEATURES A 
NEW LOOK WITH THE SAME 
GEOMETRY & PERFORMANCE.

FCS ATHLETE SERIES RELEASE

Construction Size

PC S, M, L

TRI SMALL
Base: 4.37” / 111mm
Depth: 4.41” / 112mm
Area: 13.85”² / 8934mm²
Sweep: 35.1º
Foil: Flat

SPECIFICATIONS

TRI MEDIUM
Base: 4.52” / 115mm
Depth: 4.55” / 115mm
Area: 14.73”² / 9500mm²
Sweep: 35.1º
Foil: Flat

TRI LARGE
Base: 4.67” / 118.5mm
Depth: 4.70” / 119.3mm
Area: 15.84”² / 10220mm²
Sweep: 35.1ºzFoil: Flat

 @fcs_surf
 @koloheandino

Performance Core (PC) fins deliver a consistent feel similar to a traditional fibreglass fin, but with the 
advantage of reduced weight. The flex pattern extends progressively from the base through to the 
tip helping the surfer to maintain drive and hold through a turn. PC fins are reliable, very responsive, 
and can be used in a variety of different conditions.

PERFORMANCE

TEMPLATE

Sitting in the Accelerator family, Kolohe’s signature fin is suited to fast, explosive surfing in punchy waves. 
Considered an ‘All Rounder +’, this fin has a relatively neutral sweep angle, so it’ll provide a balance of speed, 
flow & response with added control. 

The best way to describe Kolohe’s style of surfing is fast and explosive. He likes to push hard off the bottom 
and perform dynamic turns on and above the lip. The well balanced nature of the KA template facilitates this 
style of surfing perfectly.

   “I can use my fin anywhere in the world, I get the    
    perfect amount of drive and hold when i’m doing turns,  
                              and I can also get the tail free when I need to”

In comparison to the Accelerator template, Kolohe’s fin has a longer base, a touch more rake, but 
has less area overall. So, while you can confidently lay into a big turn, the fin will still feel relatively 
loose. The sweet spot for this fin is when the waves have a little more size, up to double overhead.  
 

CONSTRUCTION

LARG E M E DI U M SMALL

surffcs.com

FIND YOUR FIN


